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So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. We were just 10 minutes driving from home, when we saw the
smoke coming from front of the car. We were approaching the light so the speed was about 10
miles. The smoke got more and more. So we get out of the car and we were just shocked.
Somebody told us call and we did and we called fire fighters as well. During that period fire was
coming out of the bonnet and other cars were around us. I was just afraid of explosion. In
couple of minutes police came and block the road. Then fire fighters came and put the fire out.
But our car was totally damaged and out of order. We towed it to the auto body and some days
later they told can't do anything with it. The contact owns a Kia Rio. While the contact was
driving approximately mph in the residence driveway, the engine stalled without warning. The
vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer where they informed that the failure was related to
the timing belt. The technician advised that the engine would need to be replaced. Also,
previously the spark plugs, and crank shaft position sensor were replaced by the dealer. The
vehicle had not been repaired at the time of the compliant. The failure mileage was , The vehicle
was taken two dealerships who have been unable to repair the vehicle. The contact reference a
recall on engine stalling however a recall number was not identified. The contact identified the
vehicle as unreliable, and unsafe to drive. Search CarComplaints. While traveling on a
residential road the car back fired then the engine seized up, the timing belt was the likely cause
according to the dealer, but because it had 60, miles they would not cover it under warranty.
The service person said they have had at least six similar failures in the last year, a couple were
less than 59, miles and were covered. In talking to Kia direct, they said because we bought the
car used and had no service record from before, nothing could be done. It's clear from the
number of failures this is a design defect. The timing belt failure and subsequent engine lockup
could cause a fatality if it happened at freeway speeds! I have a Kia Rio with approx. The car
suddenly broke down and would not start. I had the car towed to the dealership who told me the
engine had seized due to sludge in the oil system. I provided Kia with all the oil maintenance
receipts every miles. Kia's response was that the oil was not maintained properly and the
maintenance records were fake. Basically, they say that I and a certified mechanic owner of a
auto and towing shop are liars. Kia will not pay for the engine repair and I cannot afford to fix a
problem that was caused by an engine malfunction oil and receipts were maintained properly. It
has been 1 month ago, I have no car and seriously at risk of losing my job due to this problem
and Kia will not reconsider any information I provide. Vehicle stalled at highway speed. Dealer
was contacted, and dealer replaced a module. Three months later, the same problem occurred.
Vehicle stalls at any speed. Air conditioner exhibit bad smell. While driving at a speed of mph
vehicle lost power. Sometimes this happened in heavy traffic. Consumer took vehicle to dealer
to have it checked out. Vehicle kept on over heating. It was found that cooling fan on enguaging
caused vehicle to over heat. Transmission jerked at times. Check engine light came on and
dealership failed to duplicate concern. Front seat belts do not retract properly. The dealer had to
replace both seat belt systems. When the consumer went to the dealer they declined to repair
the safety features, the consumer was told the buckle assembly was worn due to dirt being
inside the assembly and was not a warranty issue.. Also the radiator was stopped up with mud.
While driving at low speeds, there's a clicking noise and vehicle will stall, but will start back up
immediately. The dealership can not duplicate the problem. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. The Kia Rio is a subcompact car produced by the South Korean
manufacturer Kia since November and now in its fourth generation. Body styles have included a
three and five-door hatchback and four-door sedan , equipped with inline-four gasoline and
diesel engines, and front-wheel drive. The Rio replaced the first generation Pride â€”a rebadged
version of the Ford Festiva â€”and the Avella , a subcompact sold as a Ford in some markets. A
second generation was introduced in in Europe and in North America , sharing its platform with
the Hyundai Accent , a subcompact manufactured by its sister Hyundai Motor Company in
South Korea. The first generation Kia Rio referred internally as the "DC" was offered in both
four-door sedan and five-door station wagon body styles. When released, it was the
least-expensive mass-produced car to be sold in the United States. The sedan version was not
sold in the United Kingdom , and the station wagon was known as the "Rio" there. In Greece,
both versions were sold as the "Rio". In South Korea, this was the only generation to use the
"Rio" name, as the "Pride" name was used from the second generation onwards. Then a larger
version appeared, a 1. All years offered a choice of a five-speed manual transmission or a
four-speed F4A-EL automatic. An alternative of a 1. The USA-version five-door featured power
steering and a tachometer , optional on the sedan. The European version was marketed under
several trim levels; standard equipment for all trims included a driver airbag. Additional features

were available for promotion in Greece, including leather seats and car alarm. In Europe, the
various national markets received different selections of the three engines. The domestic
Korean market versions did not include the 1. Safety features included seat belts and an airbag
for the driver. ABS was available as an option for entry-line cars but fitted by default for top of
the range models i. Mechanically the Sports-Pac was identical to regular models, with the
exception of lowered suspension. In , the Rio received a mild redesign for the model year in the
US including upgrades in engine, suspension, brakes and new exterior and interior styling. In
Europe, the facelifted Rio received minor changes in external look and engine improvement of
the 1. The cars were not equipped with ABS or airbags until , powered by a version of the 1. In
early , the production ended. Kia introduced the second generation JB in the early model year in
Europe and for model year in North America, based on a redesigned platform shared with the
Hyundai Accent. Other changes include a new exterior design, an increase in exterior size and
interior volume, increased safety features and fuel economy. The station wagon was dropped
with this generation, replaced by a new 5-door hatchback. As in the first generation, only the
five-door hatchback version was offered in some European markets including the UK. Three
engines are available; a 1. However, in the US market only the 1. In , the South Korean
government began testing approximately 4, pre-production Rio hybrid-electric models, with
parent company Hyundai Kia Automotive Group later announcing and subsequently
withdrawing anticipated release dates for the hybrid model. The Kia Rio ranked 5th in the "20
least expensive vehicles to insure" list by Insure. According to research , the Rio is one of the
least expensive vehicles to insure. For the Malaysian market, the second generation Rio was
launched on the 7 September available with only one trim level with only the hatchback
bodystyle and powered by a 1. For the model year, the models received a facelift in late ,
adopting Kia's new Tiger nose grille. In addition, the steering wheel receives the same design as
the Kia Soul and Kia Forte , featuring optional Bluetooth hands-free phone operation, and the
gauges cluster receives a new red backlit design. The headlights were modified slightly, with a
darker appearance and parking lights and side-marker lights sharing the turn-signal housing.
Side mouldings on the car became narrower and body-colored. For the UK version, the Rio
looks exactly the same as the US version, except that only the hatchback variant is sold there. It
has Kia's new 'Tiger Nose' grille for the model and is powered by a 1. They both have a five
speed manual gearbox. Starting from the third generation, the Rio was split into two different
models, one being the global model body code: UB , and the other is a specific model for
Russia and China body code: QB. It features 1. The European market also receives the option of
a 1. This market, however, lacks the 1. Transmission options include a 6-speed manual and
6-speed automatic for the American market, with the European market receiving a 5-speed
manual for the 1. The Rio in Europe also receives a 3-door model. It is mechanically identical to
the 5 door, though its longer doors give it a more sporting appearance that appeals to younger
audiences. The 3 door is also noticeably cheaper than the 5 door. The imported European
models have a better spec than the current car available in New Zealand, with some extra
options added over the European car such as keyless go , with the limited availability designed
to make the car feel exclusive. In November , the third generation Rio was awarded Semperit
Irish Car of the Year and in December was awarded Carsguide 's Car of the Year award as well,
triumphing over many other vehicles including the likes of the Range Rover Evoque and the
recently facelifted Ford Territory. A "X" variant of the sedan was introduced in March Rumours
have surfaced around the internet that a Rio GT based on what is known as the Rio 5-door in
America, but using the 3-door European configuration may go into production, giving Kia a true
supermini hot hatch to rival the established class leaders; the Ford Fiesta ST , Peugeot GTi and
Renaultsport Clio. In May , it was announced that Kia would release a modified Kia Rio model
being created for Russia. This version was also released to Chinese market, badged as the Kia
K2. Kia presented the global fourth generation Rio at the Paris Motor Show. The new car was
designed in Kia's California and Germany design centers and features longer front overhangs, a
bigger hood and a more upright C-pillar. Production began by the end of In European markets,
the car is only offered in hatchback form while the U. For the North American market, the 1. For
the Malaysian market, the fourth generation Rio was launched in July available with only one
trim level with only the hatchback bodystyle and powered by a 1. For the update, a 6-speed
transmission replaced the 4-speed transmission and inch alloys replaced the previous inch. The
facelifted model went on sale in Mexico in October A rugged crossover-styled variant was
released in Colombia as the Kia Tonic. The version for Russia differs with the YB Rio with a
different design, longer wheelbase, a different line of engines and suspension settings. It is a
crossover -styled hatchback version of the FB Rio. Sales began on 14 November The facelifted
Kia Rio was launched to the Russian market in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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